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For EZ Rebuild Kits Or Tech Support, Contact 1-800-SCORE-OK or Visit www.ScoreDental.com

Required
Tools

SI01KIT
107-2057

Step 1
After reviewing the training video and step-by-step 
instruction sheet, install the blank bur provided with 
your EZ Press and check to make sure that the 
spindle/chuck is holding the bur. If bur pulls out call 
Score for replacement spindle/chuck.

Siemens TS1 Standard PB is a tradename and is not affiliated with Score Intl.

Bearing Kit Turbine
Rear 

Bearing
Front 

Bearing

CAUTION: Could result in damage to parts!WARNING: Could result in handpiece malfunction!

Spindle

DR70B3L

Step 2
Loosen headcap using appropriate cap wrench and 
remove turbine. If head cap and turbine come out 
together, separate and set head cap aside. Place Insert B 
underneath the Spindle Ram on the left side of the press. 
Place the turbine in the center of Insert B with the bur going 
down through the hole in the center.

Step 3
Locate the EZ Push-Button Protector that was included 
with the press. Insert the skinny end up into the Spindle 
Ram on the left and hold in place with your fingers. 
Slowly pull the handle down until the protector  meets 
the rear of the spindle and covers the button.

Step 4
Make sure everything is aligned and pull down or tap the 
handle firmly to push out the spindle/chuck and disassemble 
the turbine. The spindle/chuck will fall into the tray below.

Step 5
The old bearings and impeller will remain sitting on Insert B.
Discard the bearings and inspect the impeller any chips, 
cracks or worn blades. If the impeller has any damage call 
Score for a replacement.

Step 6
Place Insert #1 underneath the Bearing Ram on the right
side of the press. Open your rebuild kit and pick up one of 
the bearings. Pick up the spindle/chuck and hold it so the 
bur points up. Drop the bearing over the bur so the silver 
shielded faces down, away from the bur and the black side 
faces up. 

HSM855-70822
107-7037

Headcap

TSP525DR70B3L

Genuine EZ Rebuild KitTM by

1-800-726-7365
 

EZ Turbine byInstall
O-ring

HSM165

O-ring

HSM165

EZ Push-Button
Protector

(EZ301PBP)
Blank Bur

(HMW271-1)
Insert B

(EZ301BAIB)

B 4

Insert 4 Cap Wrench
TST903

Impeller

HSM343
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Step 10
Using an explorer remove the old o-rings from the head 
and head cap. Clean the head and head cap with 
cleaner and a cotton swab, making sure to remove any 
debris. Use your explorer to install the new o-rings into the 
head and head cap. Seat the rebuilt turbine into the head 
cap and install into head. Tighten cap down completely 
and make sure the bur rotates and releases the bur, then 
hook up and run.

Step 9
Locate the front bearing and drop it over the bur so 
the silver shielded side faces up and the black side 
faces down towards the impeller. Repeat pressing 
process until bearing comes to a stop when it reaches 
the impeller. If the bearing is riding loosely on the spindle 
use EZ Tight to hold it on.

Step 11
If the headcap heats up or you feel resistance while
testing remove the turbine and re-inspect the head 
with an explorer to make sure no debris was overlooked.
If clean then call for Tech Support. 

Step 8
Locate the impeller and repeat process, making sure that 
with the bur facing away from you the air would turn the 
impeller clockwise or the blades slant left at the 12 o’clock 
position.  Press impeller until it stops at the bearing. 

Step 7
Once the bearing is in position feed the blank bur up 
into the bearing ram on the right side of the press. Slowly 
pull down on the handle while holding the turbine in 
place until the rear of the spindle meets and is aligned 
with the hole in the center of Insert #1. Gently press 
bearing down the spindle until it stops at Insert #1. If the 
bearing is riding loosely on the spindle use EZ Tight to 
hold it on.
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